
Member of Technical Staff - Frontend

₹6L – ₹8L • No equity

Summary

You will be a part of a lean team that’s building products for a startup that’s re-imagining the Indian
logistics & transportation experience with its range of green, affordable and easy-to-use EV solutions.
So it is expected for you to be super driven, motivated, and hungry for more. You get to work with a
stellar team & learn the tricks of the trade, fast. The opportunity demands skills ranging from building
simple yet beautiful UIs to integrating industrial protocols in the applications. We are agnostic about the
language/framework or the tech stack but the present requirements demand the following skills.

Technologies
React Js - Web Apps + React Native - Mobile Apps

Experience
1 - 2 years

What Gets Us Excited

1. Early-stage startup experience and proven ability to thrive in a fast-paced, continuously
evolving environment.

2. Growth mindset - you don’t just code but take a keen interest in other aspects of the business.
3. Substantial understanding of programming concepts, design patterns & best practices.
4. You are unfazed by ambiguous, open-ended problems.
5. An uncanny ability to unblock yourself - you’re a resourceful problem solver that can break

through barriers without needing oversight.
6. Ability to communicate complex ideas succinctly.
7. Demonstrated success building fast, efficient solutions to complex problems.
8. Ability to think through short-term vs. long-term needs and trade-offs.
9. Enjoy testing prototypes to validate assumptions.
10. Experience with ReactJs / React Native / Javascript / Redux / Jest

Why You May Love Us

1. Dynamic, fun environment with a highly talented team
2. Early-stage startup experience
3. Did you miss working out of the office? We have a really cool workspace.
4. No bureaucracy environment. We do what is best for our stakeholders & the company.


